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l. Introduction 
Let 1) x have a uniform distribution on [0, 1], and let g(t) be a periodic 
functions of period l. The convergence of "gap series" 
and the asymptotic distribution ( n -+ oo) of 
" n {!I c1c 1}-1 ! c1c g(n1cx) 
k=O k=O 
( c1c real and n1c positive integers such that n~:1 ;;;. q > l) have been exten-
sively studies. (For a review of results, see [3].) 
In the cases investigated till now, one assumed 
1 
J g2(t)dt < 00 
0 
with some additional smoothness conditions imposed on g. Recently 
1 
ZYGMUND proposed the investigation of situations where J g2(t)dt= oo. 
0 
In particular he conjectured that for 
l g(t) =--
sin 2n t 
00 00 
1X: ! ck converges or diverges with probability l as ! lc1cl 
k=O sin 2nnkx k-o 
converges or diverges; 
" " " {3: if sup lenl {! lckl}-1 -+ 0 (n-+ oo), then {! lckl}-1 ! 
0"'~"'" k=O k=O k=O 
asymptotically a Cauchy distribution. 
It is not hard to verify that these statements become correct if one 
replaces in (X and {3, nlcx by xk, where the xk are independent random 
*) Research sponsored by the Office of Naval Research Under Contract No. 
NR 042-064. 
1 ) Symbols in bold type denote random variables. 
lll 
variables, each uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. In fact one can apply 
in this case Kolmogorov's three series criterion respectively find the limit 
n n 
of the characteristic function of {! lc~c!}-1 ! . ~X . 
k=O k=Osm :n; k 
In this paper we shall consider the special case n1c = 21c, which frequently 
appeared to be the easiest one. It is our aim to prove a slightly stronger 
version of <X (Theorems 1 and 2) and to disprove (3 by showing that 
1 n-1 1 
- ! . 2 2k -+ 0 in probability if an-+=· We also show that an k=O sm :n; x 
n-1 
n-• ! <p(2lcx) is asymptotically normal where (<p(t))-1 is a certain linear 
k=O 
approximation to sin 2nt (cf. 3.13). 
Theorems 1 and 2 together with [4] completely settle the problem of 
00 (} 
convergence of ! sin 2; 2kx' However, the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 
k=O n-1 n-1 
show that the limiting distribution (if any) of {! lc~cl}-1! . ;~c 2k 
k=O k=O sm :n; X 
strongly depends on the structure of {c~c} and the special form of (sin 2nt)-1. 
Further investigation of more general sequences and functions than the 
ones treated below would be interesting. 
The author wishes to thank Professor M. KAc for introducing him to 
the problem and for numerous helpful ideas and suggestions. The author 
is also indebted to Professor J. H. B. KEMPERMAN for a considerable 
reduction in the length of the proof of theorem 4 and several other 
valuable remarks (compare footnote 3). 
2. Proof of First Conjecture 
In this section, x always is uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. 
Theorem 1. If 
00 00 ! I c1c I < =, then ! c~e 
k=O k=O sin 2:n; 2k X 
converges with probability 1. 
Proof: This is almost an immediate application of Kolmogorov's 
three series criterion. Put 
(2.1) ) 
Ck 'f I Ck I ::;:::: 1 f~c(x) = sin2:rc2kx 1 sin2:rc2kx """' 
0 otherwise 
Then 2) 
(2.2) P{f~c(x) ¥=. 2°k 2k }=P{Isin 2n2lcxl < lc~ci}=O(Ic~c/), S1n :n; X 
(2.3) E /lc(x) = 0 
2) P{ ·} denotes the probability of the event between the brackets. E f(x) 
denotes the expected value of f(x); E{f(x)l·} is the conditional expectation of 
f(x) given the event behind the bar. 
ll2 
and 
(2.4) 
Also for every t 
fk(t-+- 2-k-1) = - /k(t) 
but 
fm(t+ 2-k-1) = fm(t) if m>k. 
Therefore, for any function F(tk+1• tk+2• ... ) 
(2.5) 
m 
and more in particular it follows for F(tk+1, tk+2• ... ) = 1 when I L t,.l < e 
m r=k+s 
(s=2, ... , m-k) and I L trl >eforsomee>O,m>kandF(tk+b tk+2• ... )=0 
r=k+l 
otherwise, that 
E{/k(x)· L fr(x) I L fr(x)l~e(s=2, ... ,m>k); m I m 
(2.6) r=k+l r=k+s 
m I L fr(X) I > B} = 0. 
r=k+l 
Replacing in the usual proof of Kolmogorov's inequality (e.g., [6], 
k n 
pp. 235, 386, partial sums like L f,(x) by L fr(x) and using (2.6) one 
r=O r=k 
obtains 
(2.7) 
The remainder of the proof, using (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), and (2. 7) follows 
standard lines ([6], p. 237). 
Theorem 2 3). If 
I lckl = 00 ' then lsin2:2kxl~ 2~ 
00 
for infinitely many k with probability 1 (and therefore L . 2ck 2k diverges k=O Sln 'JT, X 
with probability l.) 
3 ) Professor Kemperman kindly pointed out, that if one assumes ck monotonically 
non-increasing, theorem 2 is contained in Koksma, Proc. Kon. Nederlandsche 
Akad. van Wetenschappen 48 {1945) 249-265 and Cassels, Proc. Cambr. Phil. Soc. 
46 {1950) 209-218. Under the extra assumption one may even replace sin 2n2kx 
by sin f(x, k) for a rather wide class of functions f(x, k). 
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takes rk = + oo and 2-r~c = 0). One may assume rk > 2. It is well known, 
that if one expands x in the binary system 4) 
(ek(x) = 0 or l) 
m=l 
then the digits Bk(x) are with probability l independent random variables 
each taking the values 0 or l with probability l/2. 
Denote by Ek the event 
{ Bk+l(x) = 0, Bk+2(x) = 0, ... , Bk+r~c(x) = 0}. 
It then suffices to show 
(2.8) Ek occurs for infinitely many k with probability l. 
For, Ek implies 5) 
I C1c I :;::;, I C1c I :::;., 2+rk I c1c I :;::;, _!:. sin2:n:2"x """' 2:n:21cx-2:n:[21cx] """' 2:n: """' 2:n:' 
00 
Although ~ P{Ek}=oo, one cannot apply the Borel zero-one criterion to 
k=O 
prove the theorem because of the dependence of the events Ek. This 
difficulty will be circumvented in the following way. Put 
Clearly 
{ 0 if there exists a p>k such that p+rp<;;;k+rk dk = 2-r.~: otherwise 
p-1 
(2.9) ~ LO ~ k < p, k+rk;;;;, p+rpJ 2-r~c ~ ~ 2k-p-rp ~ 2-r.l>, 
k=O 
For every kwithdk=Othere exists a p, k<p<;;;k+rk such that p+rp<;;;k+rk 
and dp=2-r.,. Thus by (2.9) 
~ 2-Tk ~ ~ 2-rP 
d1c=O dp*O 
and since 
~ 2-r~c+ ~ 2-rk= oo 
d,~:=O d~c*O 
one has 
00 
(2.10} I dk= ~ 2-Yk = 00, 
k=O d~c*O 
Let k1...;; k2 ...;; . • . be the sequence of integers for which· dk =F 0 (i.e. dk1 =F 0, 
dr=O if r ~ {kt}) and call 
n1 = k1 
n~ = k1 +rk, 
nm+I = min kt 
kt";;J;n'm 
4 ) The expansion is unique except on a set of measure 0 which may be disregarded. 
6 ) [a] is the greatest integer ~ a, 
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n',-1 n'i-1 
By (2.10), at least one of the sums .2 .2 dk or .2 .2 dk is infinite. 
i odd ni i even ni 
Let us assume 
n'-.-1 
(2.11) .2 .2 dk = 00, 
i odd n1 
If the other sum is infinite no essential change in the proof is needed. 
(2.8) will be proved when it is shown that 
(2.12) F 25+1 occurs for infinitely many i with probability 1, 
where Fk is the event {Em occurs for at least one m with dm ¥= 0 and nk < m < 
<n~ -1 }. Whether or not Fk occurs depends on snk+l(x), snk+2(x), .. . , Sn'k+ 1(x) 
only, because for nk < m < n~ -1 and dm ¥= 0 one must have m + rm < nk+l + 
+rk+1 =n~+1 • Consequently the events F21+1 (j = 0, 1, 2, ... ) are independent 
and by the Borel zero-one criterion ([6], p. 228), (2.12) and the theorem will 
00 
follow, once .2 P{F21+1}=oo is shown. But 
i=O 
(2.13) { 
P{Fk} ~ .. k.,;;k;~"'k- 1 P{Ek; and Bk;(x) = 1} 
n'k-1 
.2 ! . 2-l'kl =! .2 d,. 
nk~k,~n'k-1 r=nk 
because the events {Ek;, and ek1,(x) = 1} and {Ek;, and sk,,(x) = 1} 
(nk < kt, < kt, < n~ -1) are mutually exclusive (by the properties of the 
kt one has ki, < n~ = nk + rk < kt, + rt.). The theorem now follows from 
(2.11) and (2.13). 
3. The asymptotic distribution of 
1 n-1 1 
a,. k~O sin2:n;2kx · 
In this section x again has a uniform ditribution on [0, 1]. 
Theorem 3. For any sequence {an} of real numbers such that an--+ oo 
(n--+ oo) 
1 n-1 1 
- .2 --+ 0 in probability. 
a,. k=O sin2:n;2kx 
Proof: The partial fraction expansion 
1 1 4 00 t 
sin 2n t = 2nt + i .2 ( - 1)n-l n2- 4t2 
fl=1 
(3.1) 
is well known (e.g., [5], p. 208). (3.1) is valid and converges absolutely 
for all t which are not of the form i (n= 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ). Consequently 
for almost all t, the series in the right hand side may be rearranged in an 
ll;) 
arbitrary manner. Write 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
A(t)= _I_- _I 
sin2nt 2nt' 
)
, B(t) = ~ "' ( -1)n-lt _ ~ ~ t 
n £.. n2 -4t2 - n £.. (2n + 1)2- 4t2 
n odd n-o 
= i tan nt ([5], p. 208). 
Then, for any r > l, when Nr denotes the set of positive integers divisible 
by 2r but not by 2r+l, 
(3.4) 
and thus 
00 
(3.5) A(t) = B(t)- I 2-r B(2-rt). 
It follows immediately that 
n-1 1 1 _ 2_, n-1 n-1 oo 
Isin2n2kt=--;a-+ IB(2kt)- I I 2-rB(2k-rt) 
k-0 k-0 k-0 r- 1 
=1-2-n+"fB(2kt)- ~ n-,r• 2-rB(2-st) 
nt k-0 s=-(n-2) r=max(1,sl 
(3.6) 1 = 1 - 2-" +B(2n-lt)+ "f2-n+l+kB(2kt) 
nt k-o 
00 
- I 2-&+1(1-2-n) B(2-St) 
s-1 
= 
1
-
2
-n +2(1-2-n) (A(t)-B(t))+ "f 2-n+l+k B(2kt). 
nt k=O 
Obviously, if an --+ oo, 
(3. 7) 1 ( 1-2-n } - - +2(1-2-n) (A(x)-B(x) --+ 0 
a, nx 
in probability and it remains to prove 
(3.8) 1 
n-1 1 n-1 
- I 2-n+l+k B(2kx) = - I 2-n+l+k tan (n2kx)--+ 0 
a,. k-o 2an k=O 
in probability. Let 
~ B( 2kt) if I B ( 2k t) I ~ ya;;- 2i(n-1-k) (3.9) Bk n(t) = · 
' 0 otherwise 
One has 
) 
P{Bk,n(x) =I= B(2kx)} = P{!l tan (n2kx)l >Van 2Hn-1-k)} 
(3.10) 1 
=P{I tan nx I > va;;- 2Hn+l-k)} .;;; Va: , 
a,. 21:<n+1-k) 
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so that 
' 1 ?l-1 1 ?l-1 P{- _2 2-n+l+k B(2kx) =F - _2 2-n+l+k Bk,n(x)} 
an k-0 an k-o 
(3.11) 1 n-1 1 
~- _2 2-Hn+l-k):::::;; --+ 0 (n--+ oo). ~ k-0 2~(1--2-112) 
Since 
(3.12) { 
I_!_ ni 2-n+l+k Bk,n (x) I~_!_. ~ "! 2-n+l+k+Hn-l-k) 
a,. k-o a,. k-o 
1 
:::::;; --+0 (n--+oo), ~(1-2-112) 
the theorem follows. 
1 n-1 1 
The fact that - _2 . 2 2/i; --+ 0 m probability, is accidental as we an k-O Sill :n X 
shall indicate after the next theorem. To show how much influence the 
form of sin 2nt has, we replace sin 2nt by a slightly different function. 
Let qJ(t) be defined by 
\ 
1 [0, iJ 2:nt on 
(3.13) qJ(t) = 1 [!, !J 1"'1~-·1 on [£, 1] 2:n(t-1) on 
and 
qJ(t+ 1) = qJ(t). 
n-1 
One might think that_!_ _2 IP (2k x) behaves asymptotically like 
a,. k-o 
1 n-1 1 1 
- .2 . 2 2k , because . 2 2kt -qJ(2kt) is a bounded and sectionally an k-O SID :n X Sill :n 
smooth function. One has, however, 
Theorem 4. 
{ 1 n-1 } 1 I lim P ,, _2 qJ(2kx):::::;; tX = .~ 
n-+oo rn k-0 r 2:n a 
e-t'l2a' dt 
-co 
for some positive constant a2 (given by (3.24)). 
P f 0 h S { r In= 1, 2, ... } f h f . roo : n t e set = 2" r=O,± 1,± 2, ... many o t e unctwns 
occurring in this proof are not properly defined. Since S has measure 0 
we may restrict further consideration to the complement of S (e.g., 
several of the equations will only hold on the complement of S). 
Ill 
Let 
nt on (0, !) 
(3.14) o.:(t) = 0 on (l, !l 
l (!, 1) 
. n(t-1) on 
(3.15) x(t-;- 1) = o.:(t), 
~ 1 ( 0, 2-n-1) 2"nt on f3n(t) = 
( 2"n(21 "-t) on (2-n-1, 2-n) 
(3.16) 
and 
(3.17) 
Finally, putting 
(3.18) 
we obtain by induction on n (the equation is easily verified for n= 1) 
n-I n -I 
(3.19) I q;(2kt) = o.:(t)+f3n(t) + I Ym(t). 
k=O m=I 
An elementary computation shows 
(3.20) ) - :~. on (0, ll on (l, !l Yl (t) 
1·+·1 on (i, i) on (j, !) 
(3.21) y1(t + !) = y1(t) 
and 
(3.22) Ym(t) = Yl(2m-l t). 
Since n-i(o.;(x)+f3n(x))- 0 in probability (n- oo) the theorem will 
follow once we prove 
(3.23) lim P {}~- "f y1 (2k x) .;;;; or.}= ,,.}_ s"' e-t'f2a' dt. 
n~oo rn k=O r2na 
-oo 
Because y1(t) is of bounded variation it follows from Theorem 1 in [2] 
that (3.23) is correct with 
I 00 I 
(3.24) a2 = J y~(t)dt+2k~I J y!(t)y!(2kt)dt 
0 0 
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if the right hand side of (3.24) is positive. Denoting (sin 2nt)-l- cp(t) by 
?p(t), we know, by Theorem l in [2], that 
(3.25) lim P { ,~ nil qi (2k x) ~ex} = V 1 J"' e-t'f2•' dt 
n-+oo rn k~o 2nr 
-00 
with 
1 1 
( 3.26) 
• 00 • 
\ r2 = j ql2(t) dt+ 2 k~l J (j;(t) qy(2kt)dt 
) 0 0 
I 1 = J ql2(t) dt > 0. 0 
By Theorem 3 
(3.27) 
If a2 would equal 0, however, one would have 
(3.28) in probability 
{ 1 n-2 )2 (in any case lim E ,, ! yl(2kx) = a2 as given in (3.24); see lemma 2 
n-+ oo rn k-0 
in [2]). Since (3.28) contradicts (3.27) with (3.25) and (3.26), a2 must be 
positive. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
FoRTET (p. 64 in [l ]) has shown that (3.27) implies ?p(t) + y1(t) = h(t)- h(~) 
where h(t) is a function of period t. It seems that this is reflected in (3.5). 
Equation (3.5) is certainly the reason why Theorem 3 is true and we see 
that g(t) =(sin 2nt)-l is a very exceptional case. Even Theorem 4 treats an 
exceptional case, as is reflected by the boundedness of y1(t). Both in the 
proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 we use special properties of the 
functions under consideration as well as the simplicity of the sequences 
{ck} and {nk}. It is not at all clear what the asymptotic behavior of 
will be for more general sequences {ck} and {nA:}· ZYGMUND's conjecture 
may well be true for other functions g(t). KAC suggested to consider 
1 
g(t) = 2n(t-!) 0 ~ t < l 
g(t+ 1) = g(t) 
119 
which has the same cumulative distribution function as rp(t). Indeed one 
can prove that 
asymptotically has a Cauchy distribution if 
sup I Cr I { I I C1c I} -l --+ 0. 
O~r~n k-=0 
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